An uncertainty analysis study of the gas volumes in the field of Manati was conducted using gOcad™/Jacta™. The main uncertainties are associated to two important lateral limits of the reservoir, both ill-defined due to the poor quality 2D seismic lines available: the geometry of a major regional unconformity, and the Mutá fault.
Introduction
The gas deposit of Manati field is situated in shallow waters of the Camamu basin and it was discovered in the year 2000 by the Queiroz-Galvão/Petrobras/Petroserv consortium, through a prospect based on the seismic interpretation of a small number of low quality 2D lines. Fig.1 shows the field's location map.
Fig.1: Location map of Manati Field
The reservoir is constituted by the tabular fluvial sands of the Sergi Formation, caped by the shales of Itaípe Formation and sealed laterally at north and east by the shales of Morro do Barro Formation, which were deposited in the space created by the erosive unconformity of the Tinharé Canyon. At east and south, the Mutá fault (north-south) and yet another northeast-southwest fault seal the accumulation through the contact with the same shales of Morro do Barro Formation
The poor definition of the available 2D seismic lines, visible in Fig.2 , induces considerable amount of uncertainty on every geometric elements of the field, particularly on the unconformity and fault's position, which reflects clearly on the different interpretations available. these uncertainties in the gOcad™/Jacta™ uncertainties evaluation workflow. Besides the volumetric variability induced by unconformity/fault position uncertainty, other sources of gas volume variability were modeled, like the top of Sergi Formation, sub zones' porosities, saturations and netto-gross ratios. This paper will focus on the description of the methodology used to model the uncertainties associated to the Tinharé canyon unconformity and the Mutá fault, to highlight the special procedures used to generate a number of scenarios for these geometric features. Fig.3 shows the structural map for the field's area. The unconformity/fault uncertainty model Four interpreted surfaces combining the effects of the unconformity and the Mutá fault relative to the external geometry of the field were proposed by 2 interpreters. The first one, hereinafter referred to as S1, was proposed in 1999, during the exploratory appraisal of the area. In 2004, already in the context of the uncertainty analysis for explotatory planning, another 3 additional interpretations were proposed for the same surface: a pessimistic one, relatively to the reservoir rock volume (S2a); a more probable one (S2b); and an optimistic one (Sbc). Fig.7 shows the four available interpretations, depicted in successive superposition from minimum to maximum volume. Surfaces S2a, S2b and S2c, interpreted in 2004, were generated to deliberately engulf progressively larger volumes; therefore they feature little interference one to the others. But the surface independently interpreted in 1999 intercepts all other 3 surfaces, as seen in Fig.7 .
Structural Model
A simpler -and probably more typical -situation on the uncertainty analysis of the geometric positioning of surfaces would usually involve only 3 of such surfaces, resultant of conservative, median and optimistic interpretations, or, alternatively, resulting of a base interpretation and uncertainty vectors 1,2 . The extension of this basic approach to our case, taking 4 surfaces into account, showed up as a non trivial job.
As a first modeling decision, we assumed that the uncertainty space was defined by the volume confined by the 4 interpreted surfaces.
The next step was to define how to generate alternative surfaces from the existing ones; in other words, how to associate these surfaces to a probability distribution of occurrence in a coherent way?
At this point, it's important to notice that the interception of the surfaces results in the volumes defined by each one of them not constituting one single unique sequence all over the model. Fig.8 illustrates this fact. In Fig.8a , surfaces S2a, S2b, S2c and S1 are ordered in such a way to define progressively greater volumes, while in Fig. 8b the order corresponding to increasing volumes is S2a, S2b, S1 and S2c. Other orderings occur in distinct areas, and a unique, straightforward association of the position of each original surface to the defining points of a probability function cannot be done immediately. The alternative found was to regularize the situation, through the abandonment of the original surfaces in favor of surfaces derived from them in such a way to have a monotonic behavior relative to the reservoir volumes defined.
Four envelope surfaces were generated from the four original interpretations, through the following steps: (a) the original surfaces were exported from gOcad™ in ASCII format (GEOEAS 4 ); (b) each one was interpolated in a dense regular grid, using GSLIB 5 ; (c) for each cell center, the respective depth values of the 4 original interpretations were sorted from the minimum depth (optimistic) to the maximum (pessimistic), using a FORTRAN program (d) Each of the 4 sorted depth values was assigned to an envelope, namely the more pessimistic one (maximum depth -E1), the more optimistic one (minimum depth -E4), and the 2 intermediate ones, the moderately pessimistic (intermediate greater depth -E2) and the moderately optimistic (intermediate lower depth -E3) (Fig.9) 
Fig.9: Schematic representation of the 4 non intersecting envelopes created from the 4 existing interpretations
The resultant sub parallel surfaces were imported back to gOcad™, where they served as the base for the simulation of 25 alternative additional realizations for the combined unconformity/Mutá fault surface, a number deemed enough to capture the uncertainty spectrum.
The cumulative distribution of probability (cdf) of the depth for each cell center (local uncertainty) was characterized as the integral of a trapezoidal probability density function (pdf) with it's four defining points corresponding to the four envelope's depths, as exemplified in Fig.10 . Each local simulated value was obtained by generating a value of probability from a uniform distribution and applying this value to the inverse of the trapezoidal cdf, resulting in a simulated value of depth for that specific cell center.
In order to obtain the required continuity of the resulting surface, two hypotheses were considered for generating the values of probability to be inverted for different cells. The first one was the use of one single random value to be applied in all the grid nodes. This procedure would give origin to a series of sub parallel surfaces (never crossing each other or the envelopes). The resulting effect would be equivalent to a near uniform "growth" of an envelope towards its more external neighbors.
The second option contemplated the generation of a probability field with values spatially correlated, also belonging to a uniform distribution. In this case, the resulting simulated surfaces would cross each other. The field's interpreter chose this second option as the one that better suits his vision of the available seismic data.
This way, the 25 probability fields used in the surfaces simulations were generated as non-conditional simulations of a uniform distribution with gaussian variogram on a 2D grid (Fig.11 ). The algorithm just described for these simulations was Srivastava's (1992) p-Field Simulation 3 . Fig.11 : Example of a correlated probability field used for the p-Field simulation The 25 simulated surfaces (Fig.12) , plus the 4 original interpreted surfaces, were incorporated to the gOcad™/Jacta™ model of uncertainty by means of a methodological artifice, necessary to overcome two limitations of the software: (1) the gOcad™/Jacta™ suite lacks the tools for the uncertainty analysis of the horizontal extension of reservoirs. It was not designed for use in uncertainty analysis associated to faults and other lateral limits whose variations would imply varying XY dimensions of the structural model.(2) gOcad™/Jacta™ does not support the use of a composition of different surfaces in the definition of the top surface of a stratigraphic unit. This artifice consisted in building the reservoir grid according to its maximum possible size, as defined by the more optimistic envelope; then inform Jacta™ as if the simulated surfaces for the unconformity/Mutá fault were alternative scenarios for the field's gas/oil contact; and, at the same time, inform Jacta™ that the actual gas/water contact, observed in the field, was to be taken in the model as an oil/water contact. By means of these changes, the volumes reported by Jacta™ as belonging to the oil zone were in fact the desired gas volumes.
The fluid parameters were also informed to the program in a coherent way (e.g. model Bo = actual Bg; model So = actual Sg, etc.).
All the remaining uncertainty factors were treated in Jacta's regular way.
Conclusions
Uncertainty on the position of structural elements may be a major issue when evaluating hydrocarbon volumes. Sometimes several interpretations may be available, leading to a wide range of possible volume estimates. Stochastic simulation can address this uncertainty modeling problem, allowing for the generation of multiple realizations of the structural elements, while taking into account all the available informations. In the case of Manati field, this goal was achieved in the context of gOcad™/Jacta™ uncertainty modeling workflow through the use of envelope surfaces locally associated to trapezoidal pdf's sampled by means of a p-Field algorithm.
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